
COVID Is Killing The Democrat Voter Base 
 

When a "political influence organization" decides to pump it's
voter rolls by recruiting certain specific demographic groups of
people that "political influence organization" could have some
blow-back with a plan like that.

The millionaire bosses of said political group want to control
election votes in their candidates favor because those
candidates have promised to pour more money into those
millionaires stock market accounts.

But.... if you call only a certain type of people to your location,
they will cluster together. If a pandemic comes along, it will wipe
out those clusters. That makes the plan a total disaster for your
"political influence organization" if it happens to be run by Nancy
Pelosi.



Why is COVID-19 killing more black
Americans? Because they ...

S https://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-
ed/elviadiaz/2020/04/08/why-covid-19-killing-more-black-
americans-because-they-poor/2971647001/
That COVID-19 is disproportionally killing African Americans is
horrific and deplorable. But it is only shocking to those who've
historically turned a blind eye to the plight of communities of ...
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Covid-19 Is Killing Black People Unequally
—Don't Be ...

S https://www.wired.com/story/covid-19-coronavirus-racial-
disparities/
Covid-19 Is Killing Black People Unequally—Don't Be Surprised
The coronavirus pandemic is further exposing a gulf in the
health statistics of white and black Americans that has existed
for ...
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Democrats' Misleading Coronavirus Claims
- FactCheck.org

S https://www.factcheck.org/2020/03/democrats-misleading-
coronavirus-claims/
Democrats have criticized President Donald Trump for his
administration's response to the new coronavirus, making claims
about cuts to public health programs and the silencing of
government experts.
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Democrats and liberal media trying to use
coronavirus to ...

S
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/13/democra
ts-and-liberal-media-trying-to-use-coronavi/
Mar 13, 2020Democrats and liberal media trying to use
coronavirus to bring down Trump. ... Pro-business groups have
opposed it for years as a job-killing measure. Crisis, meet
opportunity.
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In a pandemic, political polarization could
kill people

S
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/03/23/coronavir
us-polarization-political-exaggeration/
Mar 23, 2020In a pandemic, political polarization could kill
people ... If two people search for "coronavirus," a Democrat
might be looking for ways to deal with risk, while a Republican is
reading ...
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Is COVID-19 Killing Democracy? by Guy
Verhofstadt ...

S https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/covid19-
democracy-violations-by-guy-verhofstadt
BRUSSELS - The economic consequences of the COVID-19 crisis
occupy almost everyone's thoughts and conversations. And for
good reason: the European Union, for one, is headed toward the
worst recession in its history, with the economy expected to
shrink by 7-12% this year. But far less is being said about the
danger the pandemic poses to democracy, even though the
signals are similarly ominous.
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Black Americans dying of Covid-19 at three
... - The Guardian

S https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/20/black-
americans-death-rate-covid-19-coronavirus
May 20, 2020Black Americans dying of Covid-19 at three times
the rate of white people New figures from non-partisan APM
Research Lab show staggering racial divide in coronavirus death
rate across US ...
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Coronavirus hits Democratic communities
harder than ...

S https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-hitting-democrat-
communities-more-than-republican-ones-143813828.html
And given the spread of coronavirus in these areas, there's a
noticeable partisan split in the way people are processing the
crisis. Democrats are overwhelmingly more fearful of the
dangers of ...
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More Democrats Are Infected With
Coronavirus Than ...

S https://www.forbes.com/sites/traversmark/2020/03/28/more-
democrats-are-infected-with-coronavirus-than-republicans-
according-to-new-survey-research/
Mar 28, 2020According to a recent Pew Research Center survey,
41% of Democrats view COVID-19 as a major threat to their
personal health compared to only 30% of Republicans.
Furthermore, Democrats are more ...
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Opinion | Why the Coronavirus Is Killing
African Americans ...

S https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/25/opinion/coronavirus-
race-obesity.html
May 25, 2020We know why Covid-19 is killing so many black
people. ... D.C., that ratio jumps to five to seven black people
dying of Covid-19 complications for every one white death.
Image.
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Who is dying from coronavirus? More black
people die in ...

S
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/04/07/who-
dying-coronavirus-more-black-people-die-major-
cities/2961323001/
Apr 7, 2020The department's top coronavirus expert, Dr. Alex
Billioux, said the high number of African American deaths from
COVID-19 is probably a result of Louisiana's black population
suffering from a ...
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Coronavirus: Black Americans Are Dying Of
COVID-19 At ...

S
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/danvergano/coronavirus
-black-americans-covid19
In Milwaukee, Chicago, New Orleans, and all over the nation, the
coronavirus pandemic has thrown the long-running racial divide
in the health of Americans into stark relief, seen in the outsize
numbers of deaths among black populations in hard-hit cities
and regions. "Health disparities have always existed for the
African American community," Anthony Fauci, director of the
National ...
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Black People Are Dying Of COVID-19 At
Alarming ... - HuffPost

S https://www.huffpost.com/entry/black-people-are-dying-of-
covid-19-at-alarming-rates-heres-
why_n_5e8cdb76c5b62459a930512a
The Black community may also have vulnerabilities that make its
members uniquely susceptible to COVID-19. African Americans
are less likely to have jobs that allow them to work from home
and more likely to use public transportation. Black families are
more likely to live in multi-generational households, potentially
exposing elderly relatives to the virus.
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Are Black People Immune to the
Coronavirus? | BlackDoctor.org!

S https://blackdoctor.org/are-black-people-immune-to-the-
coronavirus/
There's a rumor going around that black people can't get the
coronavirus. After all, we haven't heard or seen of too many
cases of any African Americans who have contracted the virus.
So we did a little research to 1) see where this rumor came from,
and 2) to see if it was true.
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Did Chinese Doctors Confirm African
People ... - Snopes.com

S https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/coronavirus-cameroonian-
student/
As of this writing, the coronavirus outbreak has killed 1,770
people in mainland China. Millions of people are currently
quarantined in and around Wuhan in an effort to contain the
virus.
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Stress was already killing black Americans.
Covid-19 is ...

S https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/05/13/stress-
was-already-killing-black-americans-covid-19-is-making-it-worse/
May 13, 2020Stress was already killing black Americans. Covid-
19 is making it worse. People pray during a rally to protest the
shooting of Ahmaud Arbery, on May 8 in Brunswick, Ga. ( John
Bazemore/AP)
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